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KITCHISSIPPI UNITED CHURCH
STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
PERMEABLE LANDSCAPING
Kitchissippi United Church transformed a grey asphalt courtyard into a green lush
entranceway that parishioners and building tenants benefit from and enjoy. Green
landscapes can help soak up rainwater and lessen the burden of local storm water and
sewer systems while also cooling down microclimates that add to the heat island effect
of cities. Gardens also help decrease stress levels and add beauty and sensory pleasure.

BACKGROUND
Kitchissippi United Church is an urban church
with a congregation of 100 families and an active
Ecological Christianity Circle that meets regularly
for “learning, support and action” in terms of their
relationship with all of Creation in daily decisions.
Greening Sacred Spaces

The parish completed a Green Audit with Faith &
The Common Good in 2013, and were discussing
various projects that they wanted to start working
on after the Audit, one of which was their hardedged entrance.
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This was a secondary entrance but heavily used
by many groups that rented space in the building
along with the congregation. Adding a garden to
this southerly exposed courtyard would provide
a beautified entrance that could be enjoyed daily
and a buffered quiet green space away from the
noise of the highway.
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BEFORE

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
Only a few weeks after the discussions of the Circle,
an opportunity to apply for funding to support
this vision arose. Ecology Ottawa had issued a
call for proposals to identify a location for the first
Depave Paradise project in the city. The project
was exactly what was needed to transform the
church’s courtyard, as it included the support of
Ecology Ottawa to help administer the project and
recruit volunteers and funding to help excavate the
asphalt. So Kitchissippi United Church applied and
became the first Ottawa location for the Depave
Paradise initiative.
Once the funding was confirmed, the church had
to mobilize quickly. This included consulting
the congregation and the tenants (including a
Montessori school) of the building. They also
sought donations and in-kind help, including
a landscape architect to create an appropriate
garden design for the space. The design addressed
the needs of the church and other building users –
providing benches that also converted into tables,
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locating low perennials around basement windows
to allow light to enter into the Montessori space
indoors and choosing low maintenance and native
plants for the design.
All the labour was done by volunteers and that
included both taking out the pavement and gravel,
adding garden soil and planting the landscape
design. There were two large events organized by
the church and Ecology Ottawa – the Depaving day
in June 2014 and the Planting day in September
2014 and more than 60 volunteers came out to
help. The volunteers included members of the
church, Ecology Ottawa volunteers, some building
tenants, plus some local neighbours and even a
family from the Montessori school.
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KITCHISSIPPI UNITED CHURCH
RESULTS
For this project, the total area depaved was 102
square meters. There are now butterfly and
xeriscape (drought resistant) gardens that include
native plants on all three sides of the courtyard
with spacious access to the entrance of the
church (allowing for drop-offs and unloading).
The courtyard provides a green space for sitting,
eating lunch and even outdoor programming for
the Montessori school and Sunday school children.

LESSONS LEARNED
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Find partners with expertise: Having access to professionals and people who had

experience with similar projects helped take out the guess work and ensure that the project
ran efficiently and saved time in the long run. The professional landscape architect provided
detailed instructions on amount of soil to order, plants to purchase and how to install and
maintain the garden. Other experienced partners helped coordinate, ensured proper safety
considerations were implemented (i.e. steel toe caps) and provided outreach support to reach
the broader community.

Scan the congregation and supporters far and wide to see what type
of donations are possible: For this project, key in-kind services were found from
supporters of Ecology Ottawa in the form of the landscape architect and a family member of
the congregation whose employer provided excavation and hauling services at no cost.

Consultation is key: Members of the congregation were consulted far in advance
along with all tenants of the building. Their concerns in regards to snow removal, shading of
basement windows and vehicle access were discussed and addressed before the project moved
forward and this helped increase support for the project. Keep in mind this may be an ongoing
discussion during and after implementation to tweak unexpected situations.
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MEMORABLE MOMENTS
The incredible positive spirit of community
at the outdoor events, when all the different
groups came together, including Ecology
Ottawa, the church congregants, the
Montessori school, the neighborhood and
even the Mayor.
The realization that the space where a new
tree was planted was in the exact space that
one was located originally. Historical photos
revealed a winding path and grass that echoes
the new project and honours the original vision
for the space.

AFTER
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While, taking pictures after the project was complete, it was wonderful for one of the project leaders
to witness the number of children who enjoyed exploring and interacting with the garden space as
they were waiting for their parents after school. This confirmed that the space is now a place to
linger and enjoy.

RESOURCES
•
•

Andrea Prazmowski (Webinar, Protecting Water and Your Place of Worship” with RAIN, Faith & The Common
Good - 2015)
“Kitchissippi residents work to de-pave paradise” by Jennifer Mcintosh, Ottawa Community News – Metroland
(2014)

Kitchissippi United Church
630 Island Park Drive
Ottawa ON
K1Y 0B7
KitchissippiUC.com
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Supported by:
Part of a series of 10 Outdoor Greening
Case Studies developed in Ottawa.
Find the full report at
FaithCommonGood.Org
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